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9.2 Performance Assessment 

Introduction 
In this Performance Assessment, students read closely, analyze text, and produce an evidence-based 
claim across two module texts, one literary and one informational. Students will demonstrate skills and 
habits they have practiced throughout the module, including participating in structured, evidence-based 
discussion, gathering relevant evidence, making connections to support a claim, and engaging in the 
writing process.  During the writing process, students will plan, edit, and revise an essay that explains 
their claim and demonstrates connections in the textual evidence that supports their claim.  

 

Detailed instructions for the five-lesson assessment follow the prompts. Each lesson is likely to last one 
class period. However, timing may vary depending on individual class schedules and student scaffolding 
needs. 

 

This Performance Assessment will be evaluated using the Text Analysis Rubric.   

 

Prompt 

Over the course of this module, you have read the short story “The Tell-Tale Heart,” the poem “I felt a 
Funeral, in my Brain,” the play Oedipus the King, the articles “True Crime: The roots of an American 
obsession” and “How Bernard Madoff Did It,” and an excerpt from the non-fiction book The Wizard of 
Lies. The first three of these texts are literary works; the last three are informational, nonfiction pieces.  

 

Identify a central idea shared by one literary text and one informational text. Use specific details to 
explain how this central idea develops over the course of each text, and compare how the authors’ 
choices about text structure contribute to the development of this idea.  

 

In order to address the prompt, review your notes and annotations about the texts in this module, 
including claims you have made about central idea and text structure. In your review, identify patterns 
or connections and discuss these with a classmate. Next, gather relevant textual evidence to support a 
claim about how each author develops a central idea. After drafting a multi-paragraph response to the 
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prompt, engage in the revision process with a classmate to edit and revise your response. 

 

Standard-Specific Demands of the Performance Assessment 

This Module Performance Assessment requires students to meet numerous demands required by the 
ELA/Literacy Standards for grades 9–10.   

 

Students' deep engagement with these texts and practice with identifying textual evidence in support 
of inferences and claims provide a solid foundation for the demands of this assessment. Students also 
have edited, revised, and refined their writing during the module, a process in which they will re-
engage during this Performance Assessment.   

 

This Performance Assessment requires that students have read and comprehended literature and 
literary nonfiction in the grades 9–10 text complexity band (RL.9-10.10, RI.9-10.10). The Performance 
Assessment demands that students determine the central ideas in texts and analyze in detail their 
development over the course of the texts, including how they are shaped and refined by specific 
details (RL.9-10.2, RI.9-10.2). The assessment also asks students to consider the effects of authors’ 
choices around text structure on the development of central ideas (RL.9-10.5, RI.9-10.5). 

 
The assessment further requires students to write informative texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and analysis of content (W.9-10.2). To satisfy this demand, students must introduce a topic; organize 
complex ideas, concepts, and information to make important connections and distinctions; develop 
the topic with well-chosen, relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, and 
quotations; and use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the 
topic about which they write (W.9-10.2.a, b, d). 

 

As part of the drafting process in Lesson 3 (and the optional peer review lesson), students must 
develop and strengthen their writing by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, 
focusing on addressing what is most significant for the essay’s purpose and audience (W.9-10.5).  The 
writing, revising, and editing of the essay also requires that students demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar, capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and usage (L.9-10.1, 
L.9-10.2). 
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Process 

The Module Performance Assessment requires students to review the various claims about central idea 
and structure they have made about each text in this module in order to identify patterns or 
connections; discuss these connections in pairs and engage in an evidence-based group discussion; 
identify relevant textual evidence to support a claim about how each author develops central ideas; 
and draft a multi-paragraph response to the prompt. Finally, students will engage in a revision process 
with a classmate to edit and revise their writing. 

Lesson 1 

Post and explain the prompt for the Performance Assessment for student reference. Working 
individually, students will review the claims around each text and synthesize connections across the 
central ideas in the module. Students will discuss their connections in pairs before participating in an 
evidence-based group discussion to share their connections and analyses. Students will use the 
Evidence Collection and Claim Tool to record their thoughts and evidence. (If the caliber of discussion is 
high enough by the Unit 3 End-of-Unit Assessment, consider removing the Evidence Collection and 
Claim Tool and challenging students to make connections and analyze the texts through discussion and 
self-structured notes alone.) At the end of Lesson 1, based on the evidence-based discussion, each 
student will select a focal central idea for the essay. 

Lesson 2 

Students will draft a claim about how each author develops the central idea they identified in Lesson 1 
and begin to gather relevant textual evidence to support a claim. They will use this evidence to further 
develop and refine their claims and prepare to respond to the prompt by organizing their evidence.  

Lesson 3 

Students will independently write a first draft of their essay using the analysis from the previous 
lessons. 

 
Note: See Optional Peer Review Lesson below. 

Lesson 4  

Students will engage in the self-review process using the Text Analysis Rubric to strengthen and refine 
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the response they drafted in Lesson 3. Students will edit, revise, and rewrite as necessary, ensuring 
their claims are clearly articulated and supported by strong textual evidence.  

 
Note: When possible, for the purposes of self-review or peer review, consider using technology 
including but not limited to: cloud-based collaboration (e.g., Google Drive) or Microsoft Word’s Track 
Changes feature (W.9-10.6). 

Optional Peer Review Lesson 

If time allows, this lesson should be implemented after Lesson 3 before students self-review in the final 
lesson of this Performance Assessment. Students will engage in the peer review process using the Peer 
Review Text Analysis Rubric and the protocols established in Unit 9.2.3, Lesson 4. The Peer Review 
Accountability Tool also should be used at the end of this lesson to assess the peer review process. 
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Evidence Collection and Claim Tool 

Name:  Class:  Date:  

 

Text Text Text 

Central Idea/Theme: Central Idea/Theme: Central Idea/Theme: 

Supporting Details: Supporting Details: Supporting Details: 
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Central Idea/Theme: Central Idea/Theme: Central Idea/Theme: 

Supporting Details: Supporting Details: Supporting Details: 

Claim Claim Claim 
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